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THE INTONATION OF SPANISH YES-NO QUESTIONS 
IN SPONTANEOUS SPEECH 

AND IN A DIDACTIC MATERIAL

Baditzné Pálvölgyi Kata -  Dolors Font-Rotchés

Introduction
This work presents a comparison between a prestigious didactic material 

and real-life communication from an intonational point of view. We compare 
70 contours that appeared in the Spanish textbook, El ventilador (Chamorro 
et al. 2006) with 80 contours of spontaneous speech, collected between 1999 
and 2011 from Spanish television programmes.

The theoretical framework of the data analysis follows the Melodic Analy
sis of Speech (MAS) theory, proposed by Cantero (2002), whose protocol is 
explained in detail in Font-Rotchés and Cantero (2009). Their method is 
characterized by analysing spontaneous speech (with software such as Praat). 
The first step is to get rid of insignificant micromelodic variations. Every to
nally stable vowel is measured at its mid F0 value, except for the last vowel in 
the utterance, which is measured at its last F0 value. If there is a tonal differ
ence of at least 10% within one vowel, it is called an inflection and is given 
two F0 values in the representation. Then the melody is standardized, so that 
the intonation of different speakers could be compared objectively, by con
verting the first F0 value to the arbitrary number 100, and all the other values 
are represented in % (with respect to the previous value). The standardized 
melody is submitted to perceptive tests, in order to verify whether the contour 
is melodically identical to the original one.

Every contour has its significant melodic traits, for instance its First Peak, 
or the movement that characterizes its Final Inflection (FI, the tonal move
ment starting from the last stressed syllable).

A melodic pattern has its characteristic binary features (/Finterrogative/, 
/Fsuspended/ and /Femphatic/) and can be realized within certain dispersion 
margins. The patterns are defined with perceptive tests again. Listeners are 
given various contours and they decide after hearing them whether they 
sound /+interrogative/, /Fsuspended/ and /Femphatic/. Contours that share the 
same binary features are examined by analysing their melodic traits, and thus, 
the dispersion margins of the melodic patterns are settled.

Earlier works that presented the intonational patterns found in yes-no ques
tions insisted on one existing typical melody: a pattern with a high rise at the 
end. On the universality (or at least the characteristic majority) of rising FIs
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for Spanish interrogative intonation, see Alcoba and Murillo (1998: 160), 
Congosto et al. (2008: 9), Face (2007: 194), Fernández et al. (2003: 191, 
197), Henriksen (2010), Jiménez Gômez (2010: 296-297), Martinez Celdrán 
(2003: 72, 74), Quilis (1995: 429^431), Sosa (1999: 30) and tacitly in 
Zamora et al. (2005: 127). Martinez Celdrán (2003: 78) agrees with Cantero 
(2002: 168-169) that in peninsular Spanish, absolute interrogatives must 
have a rising inflection starting from a low Syntagmatic Accent (= Nucleus, 
the last stressed syllable). Sosa (1999), with an autosegmental treatment, 
found only rising yes-no questions in Spanish. A possible reason for this is 
that he made the informants read out yes-no questions. In read yes-no ques
tions, presumably, speakers are cautious to read out the “expected, norma
tive” version. Canellada and Madsen (1987) also found only rising FIs in yes- 
no interrogatives. Still, as Sosa (1999: 211) remarks, Cunningham (1983) 
found only high falling FIs in Oviedo Spanish. Diaz Tejera (1973: 106) also 
permits a circumflex intonation for yes-no interrogatives. The only signifi
cant work which permits various intonational patterns that occur in Spanish 
yes-no questions is Navarro Tomás (1966).

The descriptions we use here as model also reveal that Spanish questions 
do not exclusively have a rising FI. The presentation of the Spanish intona
tional patterns found in the corpora is based on Cantero-Font-Rotchés (2007) 
and on Font-Rotchés-Mateo (2011, and in press). There are four Spanish in
terrogative intonational patterns found until nowadays since the application 
of the MAS method, according to the research realized by the Grup de Re- 
cerca en Entonació i Parla (Intonation and Speech Research Group, 2009 
SGR 00233) from the Applied Phonetics Laboratory of the University of 
Barcelona (http://www.ub.edu/lfa/).

The scope of our research is to examine whether a widely-taught method 
reflects the linguistic reality that characterizes Spanish yes-no question into
nation, or it only offers a reduced panorama of intonational phenomena re
lated to yes-no interrogatives. This kind of interrogatives often cause misun
derstanding between native speakers of Spanish and foreigners, as the Span
ish do not understand when they are asked a question, due to its inadequate 
intonation. It can be seen what sort of problems can be connected to inappro
priate intonation by Hungarian (Baditzné in press), Italian (Devis 2011), Bra
zilian (Fonseca-Cantero 2011), Swedish (Martorell 2011) or Chinese (Liu 
2005) learners of Spanish.

The methodology of data analysis
This section will concentrate on two basic constituents of the applied 

methodology: the structure of the intonational unit and the representation of 
the melodies. An empirical and experimental-based methodology has been 
used, focusing on the assumptions of the Melodic Analysis of Speech (MAS) 
theory, expounded in detail in Cantero (2002), revised in Font-Rotchés

http://www.ub.edu/lfa/
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(2007), and established as a protocol in Cantero-Font-Rotchés (2009) and 
Font-Rotchés-Cantero (2009).

Cantero and Font-Rotchés take their intonational data from spontaneous 
speech and accept nothing but the phonetic reality as the basis of their analy
sis. They analyse the intonation of each utterance with a voice analysis-and- 
synthesis programme, and standardize the received results -  the Fo value of 
each syllable — so that the intonation of the sentences by different speakers 
could be compared. The following points will detail the process of data 
analysis and representation.

The structure of the melodic unit
The elements of the intonational unit for Cantero (2002) are the following: 

Anacrusis, Body and Final Inflection (FI). By Anacrusis he means the unac
cented syllables preceding the First Peak, which is normally on the first ac
cented vowel in the contour but can also be displaced to the left or to the right 
from the first lexical stress. This implies that the Anacrusis can contain 
lexically stressed syllables when the First Peak is shifted to the right of the 
first lexical stress. He defines as Body the syllables between the First Peak 
and the last accented vowel in the contour (the latter also known as the Nu
cleus), from which the Final Inflection begins, see Figure 1. Thus, there are 
two important accents that separate these three parts, the First Peak and the 
Nucleus.

First Peak Nucleus

Anacrusis

Figure 1.
The structure of the intonational unit according to Cantero (2002)

The process of obtaining F0 values
Cantero defines the tonal segment as “every more or less stable tonal stage 

which is clearly perceptible and the duration of which coincides with one 
mord" (2002: 89). Thus, each vowel has minimally one tonal segment, that is, 
it has the duration of one mora, and it may have two or three if it constitutes
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an inflection. If three, the inflection is circumflex (for Cantero circumflex is 
two-directional, i.e. both rising-falling and falling-rising), which means that it 
has two tonal movements, with three tonal segments altogether. This is why 
an inflection is the succession of at least two distinct and contiguous tonal 
segments.

Figure 2 below shows how the distinct tonal values can be perceived in the 
utterance <;Hace déporté? ‘Do you do any sport?’. The diagrams are pro
duced by the voice analysis software Praat, version 4.0 (the text is our addi
tion). We can see five syllables, each of which has a tonally stable vowel, and 
there is a bigger pitch jump between the penultimate and the last syllable.

Figure 2.
Pitch values of the vowels in iHace déporté? ‘Do you do any sport?’

In Figure 3 we can see a schematic graphic display showing the whole curve 
with the relevant pitch heights measured at each vowel. While in the case of 
last vowels it is the endpoint of the vowel, in the case of other vowels it is the 
mid-point of the vowel’s duration where the pitch-height is measured.

As can be seen in Figures 2 and 3, there is tonal stability (i.e. no or hardly 
any pitch change) in the first three vowels, but there is a jump, that is, tonal 
instability (i.e. radical pitch change) between the fourth and the fifth vowels, 
which characterizes the Final Inflection.

Although the reduction of every syllable to one pitch point can solve the 
problem of redundant micromelodic variations in the curve, but we still have 
to face the problem of the significance of each movement. This is a question of 
considerable importance, as tonal movements of a certain size can convey dif
ferent meanings to the listener: a certain amount of inflection in Spanish sug
gests that the utterance is a question, for example. But it would be impossible
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to generalize this amount if we did not standardize the melodies. Let us imag
ine, for example, the same utterance produced by a male adult and a child. Ob
viously, at first the two versions seem to be very different, as the child pro
nounces the melody with much higher pitch; even the same movements may 
seem steeper. We cannot compare these melodies unless we have a reliable 
system of data standardization. Our next point will explain this step.

The representation of the pitch values of all five vowels in the utterance in 
lHace déporté? ‘Do you do any sport?’

The standardization of contours
The standardization is a following but also necessary step in the intona- 

tional analysis. With the help of standardized contours, we will have melo
dies independent of the speaker’s sex or age, as well as of the idiosyncratic 
factors of the speaker’s voice.

The standardization procedure consists in representing the F0 value of each 
syllable as a percentage relative to the F0 value of the preceding syllable, while 
giving the first syllable the arbitrary percentage of 100%. For example, if in 
the sentence of Figure 4, iHubo miedo? ‘Was there fear?’, the measured F0 
value in Hertz (Hz) for the first syllable is 180 Hz, and for the second syllable, 
209 Hz, then it means a rise of 16.1% between the first and the second sylla
bles (in Perc. = percentages); if the first syllable is given a value of 100 as a 
relative value, the second syllable must be given 116. In Figure 4 the original 
curve with F0 values is shown with dotted line and the standardized curve (St. 
C.), with a solid line. The standardized curve is melodically identical to the 
original one, but with a different tessitura.
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CA-39-04-01

300 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50

0
cHu bo nie do?

----♦----Hz 180 209 166 262

Perc. 100% 16% -21% 58%

—  ■—  St. C. 100 116 92 146

Figure 4.
Diagram of the original and the standardized contour of iHubo miedo? ‘Was

there fear?’

The perceptive phase: the validation of standardized contours and 
data interpretation

After the acoustic phase, the validity of the results is checked with a series 
of perceptive tests submitted to the listener’s judgment from an exact copy of 
the analyzed sentences. This synthesized copy is achieved by the programme 
Praat (with PSOLA method), in which all original relative pitch values are 
erased and then replaced by the standardized values. This way it can be 
checked if the melodic analysis has been correct and if it reflects the original 
melody, without micromelodic variations and with the normalized values.

The following step is the interpretation of the obtained melody. In this 
theoretical pattern, there are three phonological features that are studied: /± 
interrogative/ /± emphatic/ and /± suspended/, whose combination allows us 
to characterize the language tonemes. In these perceptive tests, the listeners 
are asked whether the utterances they hear (with the standardized F0 values 
already) sound to them as questions, that is, /± interrogative/; as finished, i. e. 
/± suspended/, and as exclamations, that is to say, /± emphatic/.

The melodic features are, in turn, the characteristic of the functional ele
ments of the contour: Anacrusis, the First Peak, the Body and the Final In
flection (FI). The description of these elements (especially the description of 
the FI) allows them to define the contour melody and to establish the typical 
melodic patterns in a corpus (as “typical contours” of the tonemes) and their 
dispersion margins.
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The /+interrogative/ intonational patterns in Spanish
There are four /+interrogative/ patterns and other non-interrogatives ones 

which can be used for making yes-no questions. The difference between 
these two groups is that while in the case of /+interrogative/ patterns the mel
ody is decoded as interrogative by listeners independently of the context, 
non-interrogative intonational patterns can only be used for asking yes-no 
questions if the context it permits.

In this work we will give predominance to the /+interrogative/ intonational 
patterns, because from a didactic point of view, we consider it essential to 
teach students the /-(-interrogative/ patterns first, as they will be recognized 
easily as interrogatives by the listeners independently of the context.

Now let us see which are the /+interrogative/ patterns in Spanish. The fol
lowing inventory (Table 1) first gives a schematic figure about the character
istics of the pattern in question, and that in each case we resume the melodic 
traits in the following column.

The corpus
The spontaneous corpus was collected by Cantero et al. (2002), Mateo 

(unpublished PhD dissertation) and Ballesteros (2011). It contains more than 
2500 spontaneous sentences produced by anonymous speakers between 1999 
and 2011 in various Spanish television programmes. According to Cantero 
(2002), in television programmes we can get good-quality spontaneous utter
ances where the speakers are unaware of being recorded for the purposes of a 
linguistic investigation.

For this article, we selected 80 yes-no questions of this spontaneous corpus 
produced by 72 speakers (27 men and 45 women, whose age is between 16 
and 83 years). In Table 2 we reproduce some examples from these sentences 
with their English translation, classified according to their melodic pattern.

The textbook corpus was collected exclusively from El ventilador 
(Chamorro et al. 2006). The choice of this particular textbook is explained by 
the following facts: first, it is a widely known and used material throughout 
the world. Second, it aims at preparing for a Cl level (CEFR) command of 
language, which induces us to believe that students are familiarized with a 
wider palette of intonational solutions than, for example, in the case of an A2 
or a B1 level textbook they would. Given that there are few advanced (Cl or 
higher) level Spanish complex textbooks (the purpose of which is not the 
preparation for a special aptitude test, but to reach that level in all compe
tences), El ventilador is a reasonable choice.

Altogether there are 70 yes-no questions analysed, all of which represent 
the standard peninsular Spanish dialect. Thus, only Latin-american realisa
tions of yes-no questions were excluded from the investigation, but otherwise 
the corpus includes all the yes-no questions which, according to the transcrip
tion of the textbook, are meant to be yes-no questions.
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Table 1: Spanish /+interrogative/ patterns

Patterns
SPANISH PATTERN 2 (=SP2) / «-Intenog. -Emph. -Susp./

Fast Peak __  Final
(+40%) 1 Inflection

V
Rise

l—  +70%
or more

SPANISH PATTERN 3 (= SP3) '  *Inteno6 -Emph. -Slop./

Rise
- 40- 70%

SPANISH PATTERN 4 (=SP4) / flntenog. -Emph. -Susp./

First Peak 
displaced 
(SP4a)

Zero declination (SP4b)
Rise-fall FI —

SPANISH PATTERN 13 (-SP13) Z+Interrog +Emph -Susp./

Description
Anacrusis: Rise till the First Peak 
of up to 40%.
First Peak: The first stressed sylla
ble, at the first highest point of the 
contour.
Body: Smooth descending.
Final Inflection: A rise of more 
than 70%.

Anacrusis: Rise till the First Peak 
of up to 40%.
First Peak: Displaced to the un
stressed syllable following the first 
stress.
Body: Smooth descending.
Final Inflection: A rise of 40-70% 
(originally with the maximum of 
60%, but according to recent stud
ies up to 70%, cf. Font-Rotchés— 
Mateo in press).
Anacrusis: Rise till the First Peak 
of up to 40% (SP4a) or level 
(SP4b).
First Peak: Displaced to the un
stressed syllable following the first 
stress (SP4a) or none (SP4b).
Body: Smooth descending (4a) or 
zero declination (4b).
Final Inflection: Rise-Fall.

First Peak: None. 
Anacrusis: None.
Body: Rising.
Final Inflection: Rising.
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Table 2: Examples from the spontaneous corpus

Code Spanish sentences and translation
PATTERN 2 /+INTERROGATIVE/

CM-10-05-01 (lMe lo puedes repetir? ‘Can you repeat it to me?’
PV-01-23-02 <Te lo has probado? ‘Have you tried it?’

PATTERN 3 /+INTERROGATIVE/
AI-15 ^Tú le has visto su cuerpo? ‘Have you seen his body?
EX-46-09-05 ^Tienes permiso de conducir? ‘Do you have driving licence?’

PATTERN 4 /+INTERROGATIVE/
EX-44-03-09 ^Eso se está haciendo? ‘Is it being done now?’
MU-01-11-05 ^Te gusta el queso? ‘Do you like cheese?’

PATTERN 13 /+INTERROGATIVE/
AN-23-04-06 (■Tienes hijos? ‘Do you have children?’
AN-24-02-06 ^Estás grueso? ‘Are you stout?’

/-INTERROGATIVE/ PATTERNS
CA-59-02-01 ^Un dia de trabajo nada más? ‘A working day, nothing more?’
PV-03-05-04 ^Puedes decir algo? ‘Can you say something?’

In Table 3 we reproduce the questions in the textbook corpus, with their 
English counterparts. All of them form part of dialogues of the sound mate
rial of the textbook (with the exception of the last one, which is an interroga
tive in a monologue), which have been read by 15 speakers -  9 men and 6 
women. The speakers knew the aim of these dialogues: they were read to be 
listened by learners of Spanish. There isn’t in the textbook any explanation 
about the intonation of the interrogatives, nor some specialised exercises in 
order to practise them. The students only can listen the yes-no questions in 
these dialogues.

The results of our investigation
Now let us compare the patterns found in each corpus. The following ta

bles contain the number of the patterns found and also their proportion. First 
there are the four interrogative patterns examined (in the case of variants of 
SP4, the subtypes are counted in the same category), then they are summed 
up, and finally the proportion of non-interrogative patterns is exposed.

If we compare the results in Tables 4 and 5, the proportion of 
/+interrogative/ and non-interrogative intonational patterns is roughly identi
cal in the two corpora, but the proportion of the /+interrogative/ patterns in 
the textbook corpus is higher (74% with respect to 62%). It is positive as we 
consider that didactic materials should concentrate more on familiarizing stu
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dents with the /+interrogative/ patterns first, thus, they should appear in 
higher proportion.

Table 3: Examples of the textbook corpus

Code Spanish sentences and translation
PATTERN 2 /-(-INTERROGATIVE/

v9g z.Verdad que coincide? ‘It coincides, is that true?’
v25c /.El tiempo te gusta? ‘Do you like the weather?’

PATTERN 3 /-(-INTERROGATIVE/
v29b /.Estas ahi? ‘Are you here?’
v39e /.Puede ser? ‘Can it be?’

PATTERN 4 /-(-INTERROGATIVE/
v9k z.Verdad? ‘True?’
v27e /.Y te gusta? ‘And do you like it?’

PATTERN 13 /-(-INTERROGATIVE/
vl5d /.Que no me altere? ‘That I shouldn’t lose my temper?’

/-INTERROGATIVE/ PATTERNS
vl5b /.Que diga algo? ‘That I should say something?’
vl5g /.No le parece? ‘Don’t you think so?’

Table 4: Patterns in the spontaneous corpus

Pattern 2 3 4 13 Contour
/+Interrog./

Contour
/-Interrog./

Number (out of 80) 10 17 6 17 50 30
Frequency (%) 12.5% 21.2% 8% 21.2% 62% 38%

Table 5: Patterns in the textbook corpus

Pattern 2 3 4 13 Contour
/+Interrog./

Contour
/-Interrog./

Number (out of 70) 41 5 5 1 52 18

Frequency (%) 59% 7% 7% 1% 74% 26%

Now we will deal with the two intonational patterns used for asking neutral 
yes-no questions, SP2 and SP3. From a pragmatic point of view, they are 
used to obtain or confirm information, to ask for something or to make a 
rhetoric question (Font-Rotchés-Mateo, in press). These are the basic pat
terns that should be learnt first.

Spanish Pattern 2, /-(-interrogative -emphatic/, in the textbook corpus is 
predominant, with 41 questions (59%). That is, even if it is obvious that in
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spontaneous speech the presence of this pattern is much lower (only 10 ques
tions, al2.5%), the authors of the textbook found it necessary to follow the 
traditional view that the “normative” yes-no question intonation is character
ized by a considerably high final inflection. The contours of this pattern have 
a rise of minimally 70% (100% is equivalent to an octave of the musical 
scale). The different methods and authors described the intonation of Spanish 
absolute yes-no questions with a final rise, but without giving the exact quan
tity of the final rise. However, Cantero et al. (2002) have demonstrated based 
on perceptive tests (following the MAS method) that in this pattern the final 
rise should be at least 70% so that the contour could be recognized as 
/+interrogative/ by listeners.

If we have a look at Table 6, we can observe that the textbook does not 
only offer more examples of SP2 than the spontaneous corpus, but it presents, 
in three thirds of the cases (75.6%) a Final Inflection with a final rise much 
higher -  between 91% and 201% -  than in spontaneous speech, in which the 
maximum amount of rise is 91% (as examples, cf. Figures 5 and 6). The av
erage value of the rise is much higher in the case of the textbook corpus: 
114.8% as opposed to the spontaneous average 81.1%.

In the diagrams, syllables between parentheses mean that they are not real
ized audibly, whereas syllables marked with an asterisk (*) mean that they 
are lengthened.

In Figure 5 we have an authentic spontaneous speech contour with a final 
rise of 70.6%, which characterizes SP2, whereas in Figure 6 we have a con
tour from the textbook corpus which ends in a very high rise, of 177%.

Table 6: Final rises in SP2 contours

Pattern Rise Frequency in spon
taneous speech

Frequency in the 
textbook

2
70%-91% 10 100% 10 24.3%
91%-201% - - 31 75.6%

Spontaneous speech 
corpus

Textbook cor
pus

Rise (%, minimum value) 70 70
Rise (%, maximum value) 91 201

Average rise (%) 81.1 114.8
Standard deviation (%) 6.8 35.2

The reason for so high final rises can lie in the fact that the text is read and is 
thought to be directed to learners of Spanish. This is why different speakers 
make special efforts to utter interrogatives, which is highly beneficial to learn
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ers who listen: the higher the final rises, the easier students identify and repro
duce them. According to Markó (2012), however, this phenomenon in itself is 
explained by the read nature of the corpus as opposed to spontaneous speech.

PV-01-23-02

250

200

150

100

50

iT e l(o) h a s p ro b a d o ?

Hz 175 190 2 2 2 180 3 07

P erc. 100% 9 % 17% -19% 71%

—• —  S t. C. 100 109 127 103 175

Figure 5.
A contour of SP2 of spontaneous speech: fTe lo has probado? ‘Have you

tried it?’

v27d

300

250

200

150

100

50

■—---- / /
i S a les d e fies ta ?

Hz 129 122 122 115 3 19

P erc. 1 0 0 % -5% 0 % -6% 1 77%

•  St. c. 100 95 95 89 2 4 7

Figure 6.
Contour of SP2 of the textbook: (Sales de fiesta? ‘Do you go out to have a

party?’

Spanish Pattem 3 is more often used in spontaneous speech than in the 
textbook, in 21.2% (17 questions) with respect to 7% (5 questions). In spon
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taneous speech it is more abundant as native speakers know that in certain 
contexts in which the questions can be anticipated without having to make so 
huge efforts, by a pattem with a smaller final rise (between 40% and 70%) 
they can be interpreted when they make questions. In the textbook, the objec
tive is just the opposite: it should be absolutely clear that we are facing a 
question. This is why we have a lot more SP2 contours (59%) as compared to 
the spontaneous corpus, with 7%.

SP3 contours must have, apart from a rising FI (with 40%-70%), another 
important melodic trait: the First Peak must be shifted to one of the following 
unstressed syllables, as can be seen in Figure 7. The example in Figure 7 
comes from the textbook, and it is characterized by the First Peak shifted to 
the unstressed syllable -de, after the first stressed syllable pue-, and a final 
rise of 45%. In our view, as this pattem is frequently used by native speakers, 
there should be more examples in the textbook so that language learners 
could get familiarized with it.

v39e

200

150

100

50

i,Pue de ser ser*?

Hz 117 158 102 148

Fterc. 100% 35% -35% 45%

—■— St. C. 100 135 87 126

Figure 7.
Contour of SP3 of the textbook iPuede ser? ‘Can it be?’

Besides the neutral /+interrogative/ patterns, there exist at least two more 
/+interrogative/ patterns in Spanish, which are also /+emphatic/. These are 
SP4 (with a rising-falling FI), which only appears in polite questions, and 
SP13, with rising Body and FI, which appears in exclamatory questions and 
offers (Font-Rotchés—Mateo, in press).
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AN-26-01-08

200 

150 

100 

50

6™ qué e re(s) viu da da*?

Hz 96 112 98 105 162 113

Perc. 100% 17% -13% 7% 54% -30%

- » - S t .  C. 100 117 102 109 169 118

Figure 8.
Contour of SP4 of spontaneous speech. iTú qué eres, viuda? ‘What are you,

a widow?’

SP4 is rare in both corpora (8% and 7%, respectively). The contours which 
are characterized by this pattern need special contexts. It is important to 
dominate this melody because it permits to mitigate the content of the ques
tion by the help of intonation, as in the case of the question in Figure 8 jTú 
qué eres, viuda? ‘What are you, a widow?. Another possibility of mitigating 
the content could be reached by syntactic mechanisms, such as in iMe podria 
decir si es viuda? ‘Could you tell me if you are widow?’. In our view, in 
higher levels of language teaching (Cl and C2), this pattern should be ex
plained and taught. In this textbook there are only 5 contours like this which 
appear in dialogues.

Apart from this low number of occurrences, they are characterized by hav
ing the length of only one word ^Ok? (twice),,;verdad? ‘True?’, jSi? ‘Yes?’, 
and a longer one <Y le gusta? ‘And do you like it?’. As we see, Cl-level 
learners would hardly learn this pattern based on so few and short examples. 
This is worrying because SP4 has important pragmatic functions that would 
help learners to reach a better communicative competence.

Finally, SP13, which is the second most frequent pattern in spontaneous 
speech with 21.2% — is scarcely represented in the textbook corpus (only one 
example, 1%). In Figure 9, we can see an example for SP13 with a Body and 
a FI rising, and the total rise is of 144%.
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AN-40-04-05

300

25 0

20 0

150

100

50

iY  us te d m e » a a*?

Hz 128 157 17 7 186 209 3 1 2

P erc. 100% 2 3 % 13% 5% 12% 4 9 %

—■— St. c. 100 123 1 3 8 145 163 2 4 4

Figure 9.
Contour of SP13 of spontaneous speech. fY  usted me fia? ‘And do you

confide in me?’

In this case, examples of this pattern are practically inexistent, although it 
would be very useful to language learners, as it is used for expressing emo
tions in exclamatory questions by native speakers. The contours of this pat
tern are perceived as emphatic questions (Font-Rotchés-Mateo, in press) if 
the global rise is over 90% (the Body and the FI taken together).

Conclusions
We have compared two corpora -  a spontaneous and a textbook one -  

from an intonational point of view. We have examined whether in the text
book corpus (taken from El Ventilador) yes-no questions present a variety of 
intonational patterns as wide as in the spontaneous corpus.

We have analysed the intonation of the utterances with the same method: 
the Melodic Analysis of Speech by Font-Rotchés and Cantero (2009). Ac
cording to this theory, the utterances are analysed with the help of a sound 
analysis and synthesis software (Praat), in a way that every syllable is given 
one (or maximally three, if it constitutes a complex inflection) characteristic 
F0 value, in order to get rid of insignificant micromelodic variations. After 
that, the melodies are standardized, so as to eliminate the individual factors of 
the speaker’s voice.

Based on recent corpus investigations, we illustrated the /-(-interrogative/ 
Spanish intonational patterns, including the neutral and the emphatic ones. 
The presence of these patterns was examined in El Ventilador.
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As a conclusion, we can see that El venlilador presents almost the same 
proportion between /-(-interrogative/ and /-interrogative/ patterns in yes-no 
questions as the spontaneous corpus does. As El ventilador is a didactic ma
terial, it gives more emphasis and thus more presence to the /-(-interrogative/ 
patterns, as these are the ones which should be taught first.

As for the dispersion of the /-(-interrogative/ patterns, El ventilador and the 
spontaneous corpus show considerable differences.

Neutral yes-no question intonation patterns (SP2 and SP3) are used to ask 
for information or for anything else, or to confirm data. It is important to note 
that the textbook presents a high occurrence of SP2 (characterized by a Final 
Inflection with a rise up to 70%) and the contours have a very high rise (most 
of them overcome 100%), whereas SP3, with a less considerable rise 
(40%~70%), has less presence if we compare with spontaneous speech. This 
fact could be explained by the effort speakers who read the dialogues made 
when producing the text in order to mark neutral questions with a consider
able rise. As a consequence of that, other melodies with less rise were disre
garded because they would have less guarantee to be decoded as questions, 
depending on the context.

As far as the emphatic interrogative patterns are concerned, which are used 
for expressing politeness (SP4) or for exclamatory questions (SP13), these 
patterns should be learnt at higher levels of language learning. Still, this text
book offers only a small number of examples, which are, moreover, not long 
enough. The presence of SP13, which is considerable in the spontaneous cor
pus, is almost inexistent in El ventilador.

To sum up, the textbook analysed, which is a widely-taught method, 
doesn’t reflect the linguistic reality that characterizes Spanish yes-no ques
tion intonation and only offers a reduced panorama of intonational phenom
ena related to yes-no interrogatives. In future, textbooks should treat intona
tional aspects as well in order to help Spanish learners to improve their com
municative competence.
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